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U.P wins 2 seats

Elections draw only 1,050
By RICH BERGEMAN
Editorial Editor
Little more than eight per cent
01 the student body visited the
Men's Gym yesterday to cast their
votes for Student Council representatives and their favorite entertainers.
Of the eight students elected to
council, by the 1, 050 students who
voted, only one of two running Incumbents, Eric Furry, regained
his seat.

The other seven students elected were Dwalne Zltco, Jeff Sherman, Mike Sprague, Janice Skaper,
Russ Blackburn, Beth l.arlmore
and Russ Haber.
Zltco and Sherman received the
most votes, 435 each, In extremely
tight ballottlng.
Amont the eight new council
members are the only two University Party candidates on the ballot,
Furry and Haber.
Students were also asked to fill
out an opinion poll on campus en-

Rhodes says he'll
run; slams Life
Gov. James A. Rhodes announced
as a Republican candidate for the
U.S. Senate yesterday, ending long
speculation about his political future.

Nowg photo by Lorry Nlghiwandor

Gov. James A. Rhodes

Second in a series

Even ahead of the expected announcement there was speculation
he would try to head off Rep. Robert Taft, Republican from Cincinnati, who has bee-1 mentioned
prominently as a possible candidate for either the Sentate or
the governorship.
Rhodes, 59, becomes a major
candidate for the seat being vacated by Sen. Stephen M. Young,
Democrat, who recently announced
his retirement.
The announcement of the Rhodes
candidacy was tied In with advertisements placed in all maJorOhlo
newspapers yesterday answering
Life magazine charges made last
May that he has been dellngquent
in federal Income tax payments,
was lenient in the commutation of
a gangster's life sentence and has
dipped into campaign slush funds
for added Income.
The governor denied the charges
made by Life and said he had not
yet decided whether to sue the
magazine for libel or not.
In reply to the Life charges
that he has settled tax claims
against him totaling more than
$100,000, Rhodes said, "I have
never paid a penalty for failure
to pay or failure to report tax(Turn to page 3.)

tertalnment.
Responding to the question of
which type of group Is preferred,
the students voted 977 for "four
top name groups" and only 75
for
"seven
less well-known
groups."
This opinion was reflected In
the balloting for the top five favorite performers out of a list of
21 entertainers. The well-established, proven performers were
favored over the newer groups
which haven't been In the spotlight as long.
The Fifth Dimension, The Association, Dionne Warwick, Peter,
Paul and Mary, and the Lettermen were selected In that order.
They were chosen over entertainers including Three Dog Night,
Johnny
Rivers, Iron Butterfly,
Credence Clearwater Revival, Jefferson
Airplane, and Crosby,
Stills, Nash, and Young.
Rock was overwhelmingly preferred over folk and soul music,
574 to 280 and 281.
The students voted 780 to 224
In favor of possible weekday concerts, but the majority, 639 to
413, were not willing to "pay up
to $7.00 per ticket In order to
get a top name group."

•Nowtpholo by Al Burrows

WES BOWMAN--Co-chairman of Student Body elections board, at
the polls.
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Students 'run to protest
By JAN JONES
Issue Editor
Between 10 and 15 University
students will provide one link in
the chain of a marathon run between Michigan State University
(MSU) and Washington, D.C., to
begin at noon today In continuing
support of the Vietnam Moratorium.
Carrying a United Nations flag
as a symix>l of International peace,
the run will begin at MSU with a
rally. Runners from MSU, University of Michigan, Toledo University, liG.su, and schools all the way
to Washington, D.C. will link the
chain to its termination.

"Commitments have been made
at all schools along the route to
link the chain," said Don Baldwin,
BG coordinator of the run.
The runners from Toledo University are expected to arrive
at the University late Sunday night
or early Monday morning, Baldwin
said. It is tentatively planned that
runners will be Jogging 24 hours a
day until the marathon Is completed.
"This run epitomizes the determination of youth to make this a
better world," said Baldwin. "It
is being done to dramatize our
concern for international affairs."
BG runners will travel about 49
miles to Heidelberg College In

Tiffin. Heidelberg representatives
will then run to Wooster, and
Wooster runners to Canton.
Money for the trip to the Nov.
14 and 15 Vietnam Moratorium
in Washington, D.C. for other students will be raised tonight at
8 In the forum of the Student
Services Building. Sponsored by
the Ohio Peace Action Committee,
the rally will feature folk singers
and possibly some bands, according to committee member John
McCormlck.
The trip will cost $18 per rider.
McCormlck estimated approximately 100 persons will be going
from the University.

■

Wittenberg reveals the life, death of a pass-fail system
By GLENN WAGGONER
Assistant Editorial Editor
Wittenberg University tried a universal pass-fall
system for freshmen, and decided It didn't work.
The pass-fall system for freshmen was started at
the small (2,500) Springfield University in September, 1966, and the faculty decided to revert to a
grading system In January 1969, accor .*, to Pat
McGuBbln, editor of the Wittenberg Torcl
"The system was changed because it seemed to
get the freshmen off to a bad start," Miss McCubbln
said. "After working hard through high school for
good grades, it seemed too easy for them to relax
and work Just hard enough to get by."
"The change to pass-fall was undertaken In a
decision by the faculty as an experiment," she said,
"but the academic adjustment problems encountered
by the freshmen in going from grades, to pass-fall,
to grades again seemed too great."
Students beginning their freshman year at Wittenberg now may choose nine courses on a pass-fall
basis in their four years. This compares with the
pass-fall system at Bowling Green, where many
students receive a grade and others a P or F.
"Pass-fall at Wittenberg is designed to give the
student freedom. Under grades, students were afraid
to take difficult courses because they wanted to preserve their point average," Miss McCubbln said.
"But a student electing to take a course on a passfall basis is freer to go to class and enjoy It without

the threat of a low grade marring his average," she
said.
Miss McCubbln said universal pass-fall system was
considered for use at Wittenberg, but was "too Idealistic" to be Implemented.
The freshman pass-fail experiment Indicated that
too much academic freedom could lead to Its misuse.
Miss McCubbln cited several practical problems to
a pass-fall system. These are difficulty getting Into
graduate schools and also difficulty transferring to
schools with grading systems.
"Besides this, it was felt that a large part of the
student body wanted to stay on a grade system," she
said. "They want to be able to see how they're doing
in relation with the rest of the class."
She said that the small size of the university and
especially the small size of classes allow the professors teaching pass-fall students to get to know the
students better and be able to make better evaluations of each student's progress In the course.
"Although it is not a policy to set up a universal
pass-fall system here, I feel we are getting away
from a strictly grade orientation," Miss McCubbln
concluded.
Roger Coate, vice president of academic affairs
of Bowling Green's Student Council, said he is in
favor of a pass-fall system to be Initiated at the
freshman and sophomore course levels. The acadademlc affairs board, which he oversees, is presently considering the pass-fall system. According

to Coate, the board will probably report Its findings
In the early part of winter quarter.
Coate said the system should be started at the
lower course levels first because "Bowling Green
Is conservative, and before a major changeover for
all four grades can take place, It must be proven
that the pass-fall system will work."
He added that If the system Is introduced here, it
must Include a thorough evaluation by faculty and
students to gauge its effectiveness and determine its
problems.
"Under a pass-fall system, students won't have the
curse of grades hanging over their necks. Students
with four point grade averages as well as those
with two point averages are presently engaged in a
competitive struggle that Isn't that Important in respect to learning," Coate said.
"I hope that under a pass-fall system, professors
will be freed from making up and grading tests designed only to, give students a grade," Coate said.
"Then possibly the professor can spend more time
evaluating how r.uch the individual student has gained
.rom the courfa. This means that large classes will
have to made .smaller If possible," he added.
"A pass-fall system should discourage students
from taking a course simply because they think It
will be easy," Coate commented. "Under this more
subjective form of grading, students will be evaluated
on what they gain during the course, and will have
less opportunity to coast through a course because
(Turn to page 3.)
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letters to the editor
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Youth slighted
The Ohio voters slighted the young people of their stute last
Tuesday when they deprived them the privilege to vote.
It is not difficult to understand why the voters would doubt the
responsibility of youth. Campus unrest and the activities of certain militant groups are hurd for middle-America to understand.
So they misundcrstund.
The fact is that youth's vocal protests are its only means to express dissatisfaction with the mistakes made by our country.
They have no other means to change inequities in their society and unfavorable policies followed by their government than to
make noise and be heard.
Their protests must not be construed to represent anti-Americanism, but, rather, an interest and involvement in the world und
nation they live in —an interest unparalleled by any previous generation.
The young people arc eager for u chance to help better this country, and to do that they must be ullowed to vote, not just make
noise.
Hopefully next year Ohio's voters will accept their responsibility to permit their youth to exercise theirs.

The game of politics
(iov. James A. Hhodcs yesterday released his long-awaited rebuttal of charges leveled at him by Life Magazine last May.
That he waited until the storm had subsided to make his carefully prepared statement, that he made himself unavailable for comment immediately after its release, und that this valiant attempt
to restore his integrity came on the same day he planned to announce aspirations for a Senate seat custs grave doubts on his
sincerity ■mil honesty.
Gov. Rhodes is playing politics. He is setting the stage for his
run for the Senate, desiring a seat he does not deserve.

The 75 per cent 'minority

I And the statements made by Mark Relsman (News, Nov. 4) against
the 75% "minority" of the student body enlightening.
It Is amazing how he can say that the greeks should become more
vocal against such a small minority. As Mr, Keisman sees it, the will
of the greeks, 25% of the student body, Is actually the will of the
majority of students on campus.
Just as surprising Is the voice Mr. Relsman Is assuming for me,
the non-greek. I belong to the apathetic minority; I belong to the
sector of the student body that doesn't care, since In his words,
"Greeks are the only people that care on campus." (News, NOY.4).
Let's see, that eliminates the administration, the faculty, university employees, and 75% of the student body.
May I explain my position. Because I don't string homecoming
banners from window to window doesn't make me apathetic. Because
I dc *'t enjoy sloshing around In mud doesn't mean I'm abnormal.
And oecause I don't get my kicks from racing around In bathtubs
doesn't mean I'm anti-American.
My question, Mr. Relsman, Is what is It you feel non-greeks don't
care about?
If you are referring to Student Council action groups, political
organizations, academic or University clubs, I suggest you ta.'-e a
good look In your own back yard before you classify the other 75%.
You have chosen to identify with a particular group, I have not.
I see no basis for the generalizations you have heaped upon me as
part of the 75%.
May I recommend Philosophy 125 to you and any other student
Interested In treating their fellow students justly.
Marie Apldone
30 McDonald North

Use Union--not the Rat
I have read lately In the BG News
many letters concerning the " Rat"
and Its proposed new Jazz-soul
atmosphere to show black culture
to black and white students alike.
I believe this type of place Is
needed on our campus, but the
picture I have always had of the
Rat was a place where one can

Is this campus creativity?
There Is a question whether the White Paper holds
validity. I agree with the section about creativity
and Its pertinence.
Although recently, we showed our ability to Ignore
the White Paper and to once again stifle creative efforts.
A film, recently completed, after three years In
the writing, was scheduled to be produced by Channel
70. This film, written by Thomas J. Pendergast,
a senior in Liberal Arts, deals with the emotional,
mental, and physical Involvements one comes to as
he enters and graduates from a university.
If at all possible to label this film, I'd call It a
comic pathos of human emotion. But the quality of
the film script is not the observation I wish you to
hear about.
Oct. 7, 1969 — Pendergast presents his film Idea
to WBGU Channel 70.
Oct. 10, 1969 — WBGU Channel 70 agrees to do
the film on a limited budget. Preparations begin.
A producer tells Tom that they've done other films
but none of such an original nature.
My faith in the practice of the White Paper's
theory Is restored. "The mission of the university
Is to provide the situations and environment most
conducive to the enhancement of the creative capacities of individual persons." (Pg. 7 White Paper).
It was an Ideal theory In action. For the first
time Channel 70 making a film. A film to be entered
In film contests around the country. A film at, about,
and for Bowling Green State University as well as
all universities represented.
A film written and directed by a Bowling Green
senior, acted by Bowling Green students, music
composed by students, and produced by the students

and staff of WBGU Channel 70. An endeavor worthy
of pride and student comrady.
Oct. 15, 1969 -- Channel 70 and Pendergast decide
on locations for the shots. The cast Is chosen and
three music students have finished the theme song as
well as some background music.
Oct. 21, 1969 — Pendergast has dropped two
courses In order to devote more time to the perfection of the film. He has Interviewed each of the
twenty-five people Involved and filming Is to begin
Wednesday, October 29, 1969, at 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 28, 1969 -- Make-up plans and costuming
complete, afternoon interviews and Pendergast and
crew are ready.
Oct. 28, 1969, 8:00 p.m. — Pendergast receives
call from Channel 70 stating that the whole project
is cancelled due to problems In the budget of the
station.
"The administrator who Is satisfied to keep the
organization running smoothly by means of rules
and regulations; the legislator who eyes the balancesheet rather than the kind of people that come out
of the university. . ." (Pg. 10, White Paper).
Tom and I agree that the "White Paper" sees a
true problem In the cultivation of creativity on this
campus, but we have decided that the problem of
achieving creativity In the Individual lies In the fact
that there are few creative means available In Channel 70.
"Creative ends can be achieved only by creative
means." (Pg. 9, White Paper).
Lee Drew
518 1/2 W.Wooster

HE'S GETTING CLEVER-THIS IS ABOUT AS HARD TO READ AS WE ARE!'

go, play his own type of music and
find his own wants and desires.
The Rat Is not the place to show
a culture that concerns only 10%
of our society.
I feel that It would be more beneficial for all concerned If a room
at the Union, easily accessible,
would be set aside for this purpose.
I feel that If the Rat were
changed, the whites would stay

away more than anything, and It
will develop Into a place dominated by blacks.
The whites then would to to the
Mid-Am -oom.
And with the whites in one place
and the blacks In another, how far
have we really advanced In the last
100 years?
L.E. Helm
223 Compton

Time has come
Well, the time has come. After
spending three and a half quarters here at BG, I have finally
been enlightened to a well kept
secret.
Yes folks, believe it or not,
"Greeks are the only people who
care on campus..." or at least,
that Is what IFC president, Mark
Relsman says.
During my stay here, I've viewed or participated in many demonstrations, lectures, studies and
committees that were mostly
manned by nen-treeks.
I've gone to auueuc contests
here, where the only -time a cheer
was heard from the .greek sections was when a brother's name
was announced.
Since the majority opinion here
is, supposedly, the same opinion
held by the greeks, I would like to
know:
a) What do greeks care about?
b) What Is the majority opinion
here?
c) Where has this overwhelming
majority been hiding itself this
long?
I assume that since It will take
a long time to think this one out,
there will not be any Immediate
answers to these questions.
How about one (at least) before
I graduate — I'm dying of suspense!
Michael Schmidt
329 Bromfleld

Don't condemn the Greeks
Last week I read several letters In the BG News that have
been aimed at down-grading the greeks and the Greek system.
Too many people are looking to condemn the greeks and overlooking the fact that they are an asset to this campus. These
fraternities and sororities provide a self-satisfying sense of belonging to the men and women of Bowling Green's campus.
I present my case: you can look Into any level of student government and find greeks holding offices.
They sponsor many activities on this campus which I'm sure
many non-greeks enjoy attending. You'll find greek athletes In
every inter-colleglate sport, fighting hard to make BG number one.
The meaning of fair play and good sportsmanship Is part of
the competitive atmosphere In the greek Intramural program.
The academic atmosphere In the system is a challenging one, for
each fraternity and sorority has an academic standard they must
meet.
In every aspect of campus life you'll find the greeks, either
backing or leading, starting or finishing a project. If you are not
a part of the greek system then don't condemn those who are,
for they don't condemn you.
Janle Rice
246 Batchelder
• Tom Coseno
343 Darrow
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Pass-fall poses problems
(Continued from page 1.)
they had a good high school background In the subject,"
he explained.
Coate commented that a professor evaluation program would be a valuable aid In a pass-fall system.
"I feel that professors will concentrate on doing a
better Job of teaching If they know they will be evaluated after each quarter," he remarked.
"If a pass-fall system were started, It would be a
benefit to younger students who as yet are not certain what they would like to do," Coate said. He said
that If a student wanted to drop out of school for a
year, course failures would not be a handicap If he decided to come back. Since a pass-fall system gives
the student no grade average, his record would consist only of courses he passed. Therefore, according
to Coate, the returning student has a clean academic
slate with only his assets recorded.
Coate said there is an unanswered question concerning whether a student will slack off In college
studies under a pass-fall system after coming from
a school where he competed for good grades.
"But if there Is to be a change from stressing

grades to stressing learning, that change has to start
somewhere and it might as well be In the university,"
Coate said. "After all, If the many teachers coming
out of here believe in a pass-fall system stressing
learning, they are in a position to spread it to elementary and high schools where they teach," he
added..
Coate said his academic affairs board is considering the pass-fail Issue to find its major pros and
cons. He said that when the committee's results
are released, he would like to see some open forums
held to present the Idea of a pass-fail system to the
students.
The pass-fall system seems to be a question of
educational philosophy. Do the students work because
they want to or because they have to, or both? Should
the present grading system be chang4d and can It
bring about a change in student attitudes?
"The system will be changed when and If the
students demand it, and the driving force for change
will have to come from them," said Dr. Trevor
J. Phillips, director of the honors program.
Do the students want change?

The Student Council of Washburn
University of Topeka, Kan., voted
by a slim majority to continue
the observance of the nationwide
Moratorium. Although many members protested the use of the term
'moratorium' to denote the Nov.
14 observances, the council did
not arrive at a better one.
The Association will present a
concert Nov. 14 at Ohio State
University. The program will also
feature comedian Jackie Vernon
and British rock group The Liverpool Scene.
The
Undergraduate Student
Government of Ohio State University Is investigating the possibility of Installing a monoralltype train which will run on an
air compression system to conned
west campus parking facilities b.
the north and south campuses.
If Installed, the system would replace the bus system now being
used. The busses have been found
I to be too expensive and impractical.
The Commuter, newspaper for
Cuyahoga Community College, has
attacked the Cleveland United Appeal as "a major flim-flam game."
Ex-Wall Street Journal reporter

"Life has also found that Rhodes
reported $21,024.29 as gifts and
gratuities In 1958 and 1959. On
the other hand, in the years 195866, IRS collected more than $85,000
In deficient taxes and interest—
this on money Rhodes has taken
from funds collected ostensibly
for political expenses, diverted
to his personal use and not reported as Income."
"In summary, over the past 10
years Rhodes
has settled tax
claims against himself by paying
in excess of $100,000 In taxes, interest and penalties on Income he
did not report."
After discussing his financial
affairs, the Life article states,
"The fact that Rhodes has been
dipping Into slush funds for years
without getting caught suggests
that he could get away Just as
easily with granting clemency to

Roldo Bartlmole, author or the
article, said the ordinary citizen
pays the bill while "elites preserve their millions."
Mason Williams, pop artist,
poet, composer and former head
writer of the Smothers Brothers
Comedy Hour, appeared at Otterbeln College Oct. 28. Also appearing
with Williams was
Jennifer, star of the Los Angeles
production of "Hair".
The University of Cincinnati's
News Record reports that the recent concern ever cyclamates has
caused the university to ban all
use of the artificial sweetner.
A number of Capital University
students are trying to get the
administration to change what they
feel are outdated regulations concerning alcoholic beverages In the
dormitories and visiting privileges
In
the
women's
residence
facilities.
William F. Buckley, Jr. was the
guest of Marietta College Oct. 30.
Buckley, editor of National Review
Magazine, received national coverage last summer during the
national conventions by debating
Gf-e Vldal.

IT'S NOT
TOO
EARLY FOR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING!

HOWARD
PHOTOGRAPHY
432J4 E. Wooster

354-5702
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Lodge ends Viet concessions
PARIS - The United States told Hanoi and the Viet Cong yesterday
that the U.S. position In Paris will not crumble "because of the words
or actions of a vocal minority of the American public."
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge also declared: "You must not rely
on our making concession after concession until you get everything you
want."
Speaking at the 41st plenary session of the Vietnam peace talks,
Lodge said:
"We have recognized that your side was capable of
blocking all attempts to bring an end to the war through negotiations.
President Nixon, therefore, put into effect another plan. This is a
plan which will bring the war to an end regardless of what happens
on the negotiating front."
The North Vietnamese and Viet Cong delegates denounced the Nixon
speech as
"continuation and intensification of the United States
war of aggression."

250 stage M.J.T. takeover

Rhodes refutes Life article;
announces Senatorial candidacy
(Continued from page 1.)
able Income. I want to make It
emphatically clear that I have paid
all my taxes."
"What happened was that the
Internal Revenue Service overruled my tax advisors on what
should be counted as political
spending between the years 1954
to 1961. The amount Involved has
been grossly exaggerated," he
continued.
"It should also be noted that most
of these same charges were made
against me during the 1962 campaign," Rhodes added.
Life magazine stated, In its May
2 edition, "For a politician, Jim
Rhodes has also been a pretty good
money-maker.
He manipulates
slush funds, for example, dating
all the way back to his years as a
state auditor.

Todak&tor/d

Thomas Llcavoll."
The article charges that the
granting of clemency for Llcavoll,
a notorious Toledo gangster who
was sentenced to life imprisonment for murder in 1934, could
have been the result of a $100,000
bribe.
Rhodes said, "Because Ohio's
commutation system was under
assault, promptly ordered an Investigation of the entire Llcavoll
matter by the Ohio State Highway
Patrol.
"The report of that Investigation was received by my office,
and immediately made public a
week ago.
"Point by point, it refutes all
the rumors of wrong-doing with
respect to Llcavoll during my administration as governor.
"I say today, if anyone has evidence of a bribe, payoff, or other
wrong-doing In connection with the
release of any inmate from any
Ohio prison, comn forward with
the evidence. I will present It
immediately to the grand Jury."

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - About 250 antiwar demonstrators seized control of the corridor outside the locked office of President Howard W.
Johnson of Massachusetts Institute of Technology yesterday.
Shutting doors and forcing newsmen from the long 10-foot-wlde
second-floor hallway, the demonstrators began their third day of protests demanding a halt to Institute participation In military research.
Several news photographers were roughed up and shoved from the
corridor by the demonstrators, who were led by an ultra-left group
called the November Action Coalition.
The takeover came despite a court Injunction obtained Monday by
MIT barring such action.

There's something happening
at

TONIGHT !!
Call for details

352-5221

SPECIAL EVENT
Sat. Nov. 8th

GREEN'S PAVILION
Devil's Lake, Michigan
Inter - Galalic

PSYCHEDELIC
BANDS

Light show

Special Discount
Bring BGSU ID

Madrigal and Tacklebox

SPEAK UP!
STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE
Requirements for applicants:
1, Must apply for dept. in major or minor field
2. Fill out application and be interviewed by members of
Student Academic Affairs Board

The members of those boards will serve as student representatives to all academic departments in the University.
All interested students may pick up applications in
Room 405 S.S. Building.
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Bob Dylan - Don't Look Back?
By BIT. CHBB1NS
Whe>i John I.. Wasserman said
tha' Bob Dylan w,\s "the most
Important single Influence on youth
In the world today," he made one
of the most Important socio-political statements of the 1960's.
Dylan first began to show his
Influence In the early 1960's when

he was the leader of what Richard
Farina called "a generation singing out." He was unquestionably
Important In the evolution of the
lyrics of modern rock and roll.
In 1969, his Influence can still
be felt by the fact that his last
two albums, "John Wesely Harding'' and "Nashville Skyline,'.'

changed the direction of rock muand thousands of youths (In-

8 DAYS IN SPAIN
Jet Flight from Detroit to Torremolinos Spain. 7 nights
Deluxe hotel right on the Mediterranean. Sponsored by
the University of Toledo. BGSU students and -faculty
- staff welcome. Limited seats. Deposit $50 Dec. 1321.

$245.00 PER PERSON
Call or write SUB. U of T

536-3232

JOHNNY LONDON'S

HOUSE of LEATHER
419 East Wooster Street

Bowling Green, Ohio

Next to the Wooster Shop and Greybouna BUS Station
'Nocona Western Boots
Belts and Buckles
'Midwestern Deerskin
Jackets
'Leather Sportswear
*Minnetonka Moccasins
and Sandals

Open Mon-Thurs
Fri-Sat

10 am-6 pm
10 am-6pm

"Rico Leather Billfolds and Gift Items
'Leather Bound Gift Items from Italy
'Handmade Navajo 1 rail Boots
'Handtooled Pursed from

Mexico
'Deerskin Gloves and
Handbags
'Handmade Moccasins,
Handbags, Belts and Boots
from Mario Cacciola of
Boston

Come In And
Browse Around

eluding members of the Rolling
Stones and Beatles) made a pilgrimage to see his performance
at the Isle of Wight In August
Yet from all this comes an Important question. Are we Interested
In the real Dylan or his Image
as a "poet, antl-establlshment figure, truth seeker, etc. etc."? Why
Is Dylan such a hero to so many?
"Don't Look Back," D.A. Pennebaker's documentary of Dylan's
tour of England In May of 1965,
while obviously not answering any
of these questions, at least gives
the viewer some degree of insight
into not only Dylan's character,
but the character of the audience
that worships him.
When speaking to a reporter
from Time magazine, Dylan tells
him that the truth Is "just a plain
picture." By this definition, the
viewer gets the truth about Bob
Dylan, or at least truths about
the portion of his life which was
filmed.
Dylan Is seen In almost all the
facets of his personality: vain
(studying himself In a mirror)
Intelligent (his dialogue with the
man from Time)
human, I.e.
ungodly (the party battle smashing
scene).
The audience Is also accurately
portrayed as both mindless (the
girl screaming at Dylan's hotel
window) and somewhat perceptive
(the young rock and roll musicians
talking about the amplified sound).
Another point In any analysis of
the film Is Its relation to the Dylan of today. The difference In
musical styles Is vast indeed.
Compare "The Lonesome Death
of Hattle Carroll" to "Subterranean Homesick Blues" and then
compare then both to "Lay Lady
Lay."
Titling afilm "Don't Look Back"
is an obvious paradox. It tells the
audience that It must not look at
the past, but concentrate on the
present. This, however, is impossible for anyone seeking the
"truth,'' for a plain picture of
Bob Dylan can only be obtained by
combining the past and the present.

BOB DYLAN-long-time king of
the contemporary folk scene.
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Fine Film Series to feature
'Black Orpheus'-Greek tragedy
The Fine FUms Series begins
tonight with the showing of the
award-winning film, "Black Orpheus."
The film will be shown tonight
and tomorrow at 7 and 9 p.m.
and Sunday at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
In the auditorium of the Education
Building. The program Is sponsored by the Union Activities Of-

fice.
"Black Orpheus" was the winner of the Grand Prix award
at the 1960 Cannes Film Festival In France and won the Oscar
for the Best Foreign Film of 1960.
The film Is the Creek mythological tragic love story of Orpheus and Eurydlce which Is set
In contemporary Rio de Jan-

eiro during a Mardl Gras celebration. The love of Orpheus and
Eurydlce Is destroyed by the jealousy of Orpheus' former lover.
Among other films to be shown
In this year's program arelngmar
Bergman's "Through a Glassy
Darkly,"
Aklra
Kurosawa's
"Rashomon," and Orson Welles'
"Cltleen Kane."

Go/dwafer backs Agnew
criticism of demonstrators
HONOLULU (AP) - If Vice President Splro T. Agnew keeps up his
criticism of antiwar demonstrators "he may find himself being
boomed for president before It's
even his turn," Sen. Barry Goldwater said yesterday.
In his prepared keynote address
to the Western States Republican
Conference, the unsuccessful 1964
GOP presidential candidate said
Agnew's strong attacks on the
peace movement leaders express
"the sentiment of the vast, overwhelming majority of the American people."
Goldwater said the vice president was "accurate and penetrating" In calling the antiwar demonstration leaders "Impudent
snobs" and should be praised, not
vilified.
"The vice president's crime,
It seems, was to describe an effete corp of Impudent snobs as
'an effete
corp of Impudent
snobs','' G oldwater said.
"When a liberal makes any kind
of outlandish charge against his
nation or his President, it is taken
as a proper exercise in the right

of free speech and a legitimate
expression of political dissent,"
he said.
"However, if a conservative or
a supporter of the Nixon administration vigorously attacks an activity which is undermining an American military effort, he automatically becomes 'Irresponsible' and
'Intemperate' in the view of the
leftist media," he added.
Goldwater spoke of an Agnew
for President boom in the last
paragraph of a speech in which he
called for Republicans to unite behind President Nixon and the Republican administration's Vietnam

NEW TARTAN
PLAIDS
FROM HAGGER
Haggar—;iru-* slacks that maae young
men
fashion leaders all over America. Now in beautiful
new Tartan plaids. They're machine washable and
never lose their shape or permanent press. Get
several pair.

$12.00

policy.
He also had his own characterization of participants In anti-war
demonstrations:
"Many of them are concerned,
warm-hearted but, I believe, misguided Americans who sincerely
want an end to the war and bloodshed in Southeast Asia.
"A few, I suspect, are very sick
people. Their ailment can be described as 'delerlum treason.' "
He said critics of President
Nixon's policy may be pressing
their luck.

Defense loans
Students receiving defense
loans who are graduating their
studies at the end of this quarter must have an "exit Interview."
The Interviews will be Nov.
18, 19 and 20 In the National
Defense Student Loan Office
(M)SLO), 305 Student Services
Building.
Students must report to the
office to schedule an appointment for an Interview.

UAO
sponsored
Rubber
Bridge
Tournament
Nov. 16 1:30. pm.
5-pc. Masterwork

Alumni Km.

component system

50e/person
Anyone needing a partner
should call Mrs. W. Steid-

$149.95
5 pieces in walnut

353-7574
Make reservations by
picking up entry blank
at UAO office or main
desk of housing unit.

fimsn.

AM/FM/FM

stereo tuner amplifier, 2
speakers, record changer,
dust cov «; •

LASALLE*S

LASALLE*S
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Mansion becomes University facility
Wecently-completed repair work
to be economically feasible for us
has converted a Rowling Green
to own It," said Or. H.I). Owens,
mansion from a stately home to a
vice president of finance. "Use of
University facility.
the house, however, Is carefully
designated to educational purOnce the home of Wood County
Common Pleas Court Judge Kdposes."
According to F. F.ugene lieatty,
ward Fries, the house has been
vacant since the death of his wife \llrector of buildings and facilities, the remainder of the house—
six years ago.
Last spring the house was doa four bedroom apartment—Is Intended for the probable use by any
nated to the University by Mrs.
Hobert Fr!«8, daughter-in-law of
recently hired faculty member If
Judge Fries, who had purchased
his family Is having trouble finding
the property to prevent its sale
housing.
to apartment developers. She exFxcept for a change from yelplained she donated It because she
low to eggshell, the exterior of the
thought her In-laws would have
building Is the same It was when
wanted It that way.
Judge and Mrs. Fries used It.
The 10-room house, located at
To comply with a city ordinance,
137 S. Prospect St. is currently part of the lawn on one side has
housing the offices of the F.nvirbeen converted Into a parking lot.
onment Conservation of Ohio (F.CO)
Temporary partitions have been
In the front half of the first story. erected Inside and the floors have
"We decided the building would been sanded and reflnlshed. The
have to be leased In order for It walls and woodwork have been re-

"TV*

painted.
"The house may be used for
some other purpose In the future,
so partitions were erected which
could be easily removed. Beatty

said, "Nothing has been done to
could be easily removed," Beatty
said. "Nothing has been done to
destroy the original charm of the
house."

pt +t

Newt photo by Al Burrows

TACO'S ARE
NOT HOT
it stR&tAHT
■fc WATER Loo

ONLY THE SAUCE
WE GIVE YOU
ON THE SIDE

YORK

T
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Pentagon braces
for capital inarch
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon says It has started "precautionary planning" to deal with possible
disorders when antiwar
groups stage a "march against
death" through the capital next
week.
It was reported a total of 28,000
soldiers and Marines are available In the general Washington
area, If needed. About 10,000 of
these troups are In organized units
and many have riot control training.
Unlike theOct. 15 Vietnam Moratorium, government leaders believe more militants will be Involved this time and may attempt
confrontations with authorities.
However, demonstration leaders
have said repeatedly the protests
will be peaceful. Earlier this week
protest organizers disavowed any
connection with a proposed demonstration by the Youth International party—Ylpples--one of the
more radical groups.
The government fears of violence center on a proposed Nov.
15 mass march along Pennsylvania
Avenue from the Capital past the
White House to a rally near the
Washington Monument.
Negotiations for a parade permit have broken down, mainly
over the march route, with Justice
Department officials concerned the demonstrators would
virtually surround the executive
mansion.

Wash Shirts
30< Boxed
32^ On Hangers
Jlonq'iL CUanzii.
228 N. Main Street

HAMNA

• 1616 E. WoosUr St. (BG)

(Across

r

rom Post Office)

TONIGHT & SATURDAY
105 hanna hall 7:30, 9-30 $1.00
«.■! ■■!■!■■

;/*■

"^N

t
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BOB DYLAN
in DAPennebaker's

DON'T LOOK
«'A sort of complicated game.

Neither side quite knows the

rules. The cameraman (myself} can only film what happens.
There are no retakes. I never attempted to direct or control
the action. People said whatever they wanted and did whatever. The choke of action lay always with the person being
filmed. Naturally, I edited the material as I believed It should
appear, but with the absolute conviction that any attempt to
distort events or remarks would somehow reveal Itself and
subject the whole to suspicion. The order of the film is almost
entirely chronological and nothing was staged or arranged
for the purposes of the Mm. ft Is not my trttention.to extoVoo,
denounce or even explain Dylan, or any of the characters
herein. This is only a kind of record of what happened."

,

M

'
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It's happening today
Williams Hall.

FRIDAY

KARATE CLUB
Will meet at 6 p.m.
Men's Gym.

OHIO PEACE ACTION COUNCIL
Will sponsor a concert at 8
p.m. In the forum, Student Services Bids. The "Kail" will perform.

In the

OHIO PEACE ACTION COUNCIL
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the Capitol Room, Union.

UAO
Will sponsor the film "Mack
Orpheus" at 7 p.m. I.I), cards
are required for admission.

UNION ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION
Will sponsor the film "Black
Orpheus" at 7 p.m. Admission is
free with I.D.

STUDENT ACADEMIC
AFI-'AIRS BOARD
Has applications for Student Advisory Boards available in 405,
Student Services Hldg.

OMICRON
Will meet
Hayes Hall.
all members
ofODK.

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
Will meet at 5 p.m. in 108
Psychology Hldg.

DELTA KAPPA
at 6:30 p.m. in 203
This meeting Is for
to discuss the role

WILLIAM ALEXANDER
VIOLINIST, AND WALTER
BAKER PIANIST
Will appear In a Sonata recital
at 3 p.m. In the Toledo Museum
of Art Auditorium. They will perform works by Giovanni Platti,
Paul Hlndemith, and Cesar Franch.

PROFESSOR
OLIVER SCHROEDER
Will be available for Informal
consultation with pre-law students
in 18 Williams Hall for 8:30 sum.
to noon.
Professor Schroeder
teaches at Case Western Reserve
Law School.

SATURDAY

MONDAY

WOMEN'S HOCKEY TEAM
Will sponsor a Sports Day at
10 p.m. behind the Women's Gym.
Teams participating are Western
Michingan, U. of Michigan, Kent
State, and Bowling Green.

EXTRA-MURAL WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL TEAM
Will meet against Defiance at
7 p.m. In the Women's Gym.

UNION ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION
Will sponsor the film "Black
Orpheus" at 7 p.m. Admission Is
free with I.D. card.

Part-Time
Sales

SUNDAY

For Juniors
or Seniors

CAMPUS BRIDGE CLUB
Will hold a match at 1:30 p.m.
In the Ohio Suite, Union. All bridge
players are invited to come, either
with or without a partner.

INTO
THE THICK OF IT
.. .and be highly pleased with this knit.
Somewhat thicker in the hand than the
breezeweights of summer,

somewhat

warmer. But withall, light and rightly
styled (or an autumn with slacks

(We

supply them, too ) In favoured colours.

The Den

SALARIES
& COMMISSIONS
& EXPENSES

INTERVIEWS:
Mon. & Toes.
Nov. 10th ft 11th

GUERILLA THEATRE
Will meet at 5 p.m. In 225

December grads

AT

Candidates for the Dec. graduation must place their orders for
cap and gown rental at the University Bookstore, Student Services Building immediately. No
cash is needed at the time the
measurements are taken.

Howard Johnson's Motel
4 p.m. and 7 p.m.
ask for Mr. Oehn

WE HAVE YOUR NUMBER
Is somebody learning how to fix Volkswagens
on your Volkswagen?
Anybody con put up a lign ihat soys.
"We fin Volkswagens."
Bui fust because lomebody can spell
Volkswagen doesn't meon he con fix
one.
VW fixing ts an education unlo itself.
Only there's no Volkswagen School.
There's o VW engine school.
A VW transmission school.
An electrical school. And so on and
on.
The survivors of Volkswagen training
schools are os much engineers as mechanics.
They know all there is lo know about

Eveatae Service Hew*

MM.

Volkswagens Or else.
And so behind every genuine VW
replacement port stands o calm VW
dealer.
If something goes wrong —boom. Out
it comes and in goes another one.
No problem.
All this is pan of the quaint VW nolion that the service hos got to be os
good os the cor itself.
If it isn't, we're dead. And we know it.
So our people learn at our expense,
grote on our nerves, and practice on
our cors.
Not yours.

1 Tk«» Till i p.m.

Lei Li Ikbe, lee.
920 NHI •» It. 214 East

(0*». F. Hmtmt »iM'»l CM)
f k— 4224424 FtoJUr. OH.

Be it the "true 6" illustrated, the "2-to button 6" or the
single breasted "3" — your blazer number is in our
stocks. The tailoring, whichever is your preference, is superb. The fabrics, rich. The uses of this sports jacket,
unlimited. Number it among your fall wardrobe choices.

The Den
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BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

this Saturday and don't forget It's
b»en three wonderful months this
Sinday. Kitten.

Hey Girls-Watch for LaSalle's2nd
annual Villager Blrtflday Party.
Full details In the BG News on
Wed., Nov. 12th.

Mary, thanks for all your "little"
gifts! DZ love, Cathy.

Gerbll aren't all bail: Umph from
Beau.
„__
............
.
340D-Plng Pong Is your bag. Gerbll and Beav.
Colt 45 Is 25% more unique than
Iggy. derf.
Campus blood bank Nov. 12 and
13. Make your appointment nowPhone 372-2344, U.A.O. office.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON FUN TIME
AT THE C.I. LIVE MUSIC, NO
DOORCHARGE.

Get high forO.U. Migration. Spirit
will beat the bobcats!
jonn K; j,m dying for some garllc bread...Would you PLEASE quit
starving me?—Barbara.

you had a fun time. Our wigs enJoyed your heads. The girls at
LaVogue Beauty Salon, Carleen,
Pat, and Mrs. Lentz.

Congratulations Bill and Debbie on
your SAE Lavalierlng - SAE
Brothers.
.
.
.
.
CONGRATULATIONS SIGMA CHI
"B" FOOTBALL TEAM: LEAGUE
CHAMPS.
„
Alpha Phi and Psych wives: hope

SATURDAY NIGHT - "The place
to be at," Is the C.L SPECIAL
SPECIAL,
SOURKRAUTE AND
HOTDOGSONLY 5cents - Yes only
5 cents.
Student
advisory board
applications now available—405 S.S.
Building.
SPEAKER ON VIETNAM STALEMATE. DR. DANIEL GRADY OF
ANTIOCH COLLEGE WILL DELIVER A DYNAMIC LECTUREON
VIETNAM WED. NOV. 12. 7:30
PM. STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.
ALL ARE WELCOME.

AWS Bigs and Littles
Get Together At

Mon nom est Richard Plnkston.
Give us a chance G & S.
Give Blood—Make your appointment today - Call 372-2344.

David: Have a good day today and
we'll have a good time tonight! Pam

For an exciting part time job
that pays $80 to $90 par week,
call 372-2516, Males only.

Lost-Gray and White, Long haired, male kitten, white Paws.
Child's pet. Reward Call 354-4652.

Meg - your Phi Mu roomie wishes you every happiness on your
first birthday as a Chi Omega
"baby owl".

FOR SALE OR RENT

Tiger get high for number 21

AWS Best Dressed Contest
A folk-rock concert featuring The "Roil" and a Rally for
the Washington March.
TONIGHT 8 pm. Student Services Bldg.
Contribution 98«
Money to be used to defray the cost of busses to Washington

Grand Ballroom at 7 p.m.

New Mexico--A weekend is Here!?!
—Pennsylvania. _

ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF Introduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00
pm. - 10:30 pm. seven days a
week 352-5330.

THE RAIL & RALLY'

November 13

G.M. mark of Excellence - two
more weeks. Happy 21st special
people. Love, S.G.

Nov. 14th

LOST AND FOUND

1959 Willy's Jeep; $500 exc. condition. Call 353-1891.
Wanted 1-2 Female - Srs. or
grads. for apt. Winter quarter only
Call 354-7244 after 6 pm.
Dk. brn. fall, washable, human
hair; eve. gown, size 9. 353-1292
after 3:00. All day Sat.
VATAN'S IMPORT AND GIFTS.
166 S. Main. Rings, earrings,
bracelets, mosaic boxes—All hand
made. Wide variety of other Items.
For Rent: Lg. room with bath for
women students. Near college. Call
353-6955 days: 352-0630 evenings.
For Sale: 1967 Windsor Dlx. Mobile home. Completely furnished,
ready for you to move In. Will
sell reasonable. Single bedroom.
Ph. 354-3704 or 352-5721.

TG\F SAIE

Super Reverb Amp. & Guitar Call
354-2604.
For Sale: '64 Chevelle SS. Wide
ovals, chromes. Must Sell 3538833.
Christmas—Bermuda
for
information
call
Ernie
Brass
between 11-1 of after 3:00, 372,
2800.

A Special Gift
for that
special day

SAVE UP TO $3.00

MIAMI SSOO

TCe gflp sake

Top Artists! Major Labels!
n WES MONTGOMERY
D RAMSEY LEWIS
D JIMMY SMITH
D JOHNNY RIVERS
D RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS

□
n
(I
LI
D

MOTHERS OF INVENTION
STAN GETZ
RAY CHARLES
PETE SEEGER
MAMAS & PAPAS

I
□
L!
n
D

DIAMONO RINO>

A Keepsake diamond ring, of
course ... the perfect gift for
that special someone. Beautiful design and a perfect center
gem make Keepsake a gift
forever cherished.

GRASS ROOTS
BLUES PROJECT
CHARLIE BYRD
WOODY GUTHRIE
FERRANTE & TEICHER

Many, Many More! Classics Included!
Come Early for Best Selection.

K lever's
Jewelry

BeeGee Bookstore
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

Sale Runs Til?
Get Your Favorites at Big Discounts!

ALSO TO 2500

125
^V

Main St.

Hit.i- .*l*n»l a.. 4» .ki.il r«.-i. M*VH. if

/•"*
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Theatre production achieves cartoon effect
By BARRY FOSTER

Cartooning and exaggeration are
the key to the latest major theatre
production, "The Inspector General."
"The main dliAcuity Is trying
to achieve a cartoon effect," said
John Hepler, assolcate professor
of speech, and designer of the
set, "Is to keep It workable for
the director." Hepler was head
designer for the University Players last year, and worked at Huron
this summer.
"The second thing Is to keep
It
simple enough
for scene
changes," he added.
Almost all the scenery and props
had to be built from scratch to
carry the cartoon effect throughout the play.
"With these characters we're

trying to catch some flavor of the
of period," said Hepler.
This Is Hepler's 214th show,
and he still finds designing each
new set " a challenge," but still
finds the achievement of a cartooning effect "something different."
Mildred Lit designed almost all
of the costumss that are worn
In The Inspector General.
"What seems to be exaggerated to us, for Instance the broad
shoulders and wide sleeves for the
women, are really quite In proportion for that period," Miss Lit
commented.
Although some of the uniforms
for the men In the play were rented
they were hand picked by Miss Lit
to fit the designs of her costumes.
"Each costume costs somewhere between $15 and $20 to make.

out It's a matter of what yon have
left when you're done," said Miss
Lit "When you rent a costme,
you pay between $10 and $17, but
you return them right away and
then what do you have to show?"
Miss Lit explained that not only
do the costumes provide valuable
stock for wardrobe, but In making the costumes, the girls get
experience.
"When you rent costumes, what
kind of experience do the girls
get . . . .hemming? Any girl that
comes to me and can't hem Is
pretty far behind already." she
•■SftKS:

said.
Most of the characters seem to
feel that they are out o some kind
of three dlmeslonal comic strip.
Dave Gibson calls his character
"a classic klutz, right out of the
20' s" Bob Arnold also sees his
character, the mayor, as "a
bumbling Idiot, i real yo-yo, but
he's the least mediocre of them
all — at least he makes the fewest mistakes."
Arnold went on to say that "this
play is as funny as "Look Back
In Anger" was powerful."

WHERE MCME GOING BECOMES AN EVENT'

MWAYS m FIMST
SCKMMKf

^L~~

--*^^-»!

"

~3r^m "At SIMM SOUND

ACMS Of FRH PARKING
SPACIOUS RECIIN1NC
POCKING CHAIR SUTS
1 WAll TO'wAU SCRKNS
sl$00

>
A NEW CONCEPT OF LUXURY ENTERTAINMENT
S1C0R RD. A4j«»t li Wtttfrti Sh.pp., «,.. . 47M141 TOLIOO O.-J

tmmi)

Kami Your Wagon"
Lee Marvin-Clint Eastwood
Matinees Wed. Sat., & Sun.
Reserved Seats Availoble

3

Winter Cannes Film Festival*
Peter Fonda
"EASY RIDER"
This picture rated "R"

cmuA sj
-News photo by Al Burrows

International musician performs;
second feature in Artist Series
Ralph Klrkpatrlck, world-traveled harpsichordist, will perform
Sunday as the second feature In
this year's Artist Series.
Tickets for Sunday's 8 p.m.
performance are available in the
Union ticket office and at the door
bf the Main Auditorium, University Hall, the night of the performance. Tickets cost $1.25 for
students and $1.50 for adults.
Klrkpatrlck has appeared In
nearly all the major music capltols of the United States and Europe.
He began his study of the harpsichord as a student at Harvard.
He studied In Paris and less than
two years later was teaching In
Salzburg, Austria.
A Guggenheim Fellowship enabled him to return to Paris, where
he continued research at the Blbllotheque Natlonale. Since that time
he has been elected to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, the
American Philosophical Society
and the Italian Legion of Merit.
The scope of Klrkpatrlck's repertoire Includes Scarlatti cycles,
Bach at the Ansbach, Bachwoche
and the "Small Festivals of Harplchord Music.

i

"BUTCH CASSIDY AKD
THE SUNDANCE KID"
Paul Newman
This picture rated "M"

PocitWaiy Endi
Toes. Nov. 11
Eva. at 7:20, 9:30 - Sat. & Sun.

CLA-ZEL

"'EASY RIDER' IS TERRIBLY POWERFUL!"
-RICHARD GOtOSTCIN. NY TIMCS

"AN HISTORIC MOVIE!" "AN ELOQUENT FILM."
-RICMAHDSCHICKU. liri

-BOIAND Cl I All. SATURDAY RtVlfW

"ASTONISHINGLY PERFECT!" "G0.SQUIRM!"
-ARCHIRWINSKN NiW YORK TOST

-IOOKMAGMINC

"WILL KNOCK YOU OUT OF YOUR SEAT!"
-ABC TV

" EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENT!'
-NEW REPUBl

"THE IMPACT IS DEVASTATING!"
-JUOITMCRISr. NIW YORK MAGWINC

"A MAJOR RAKEHELL FILM !"
-TIME

"THE REAL THING!" "STUNNING!
-PJ Nliai'l (,n l PAIf IHt NfW YORKER

- CBS RADIO

"ROUSING, RHYTHMIC, SPLENDID!"
-ANDRtW SARRlS. VIllAGf VOICt

"A VIBRANT, BRUTAL ESSAY."
-PLAYBOY

" ELOQUENT, AND IMPORTANT!"
-JOSCPH MORGtNSTERN NtWSWflU

RJdef? PETER FONDA DENNIS HOPPER

NiC"0lS0f.

rw ....1*.
-'•-*

.'-■"
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Ralph Kirkpatrick

JQurittgek
Drive-In

Fri. Sat. Sun
Open 6:45 - Cartoon 7:10
Exclusive!!!

J mi. South of B.G.
onlj.S. 25

ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR $135
5P.M. to 9P.M. at PAGLIAI'S

1, a woman;

ThR Thial FRmate Animalf

w.th ESSY PERSSON
Star of "Therese and Isabel!?"

shewn at 7:30

John Wayne

I

'

•••M Wowf. *UDtMOM n^MI Kol

Shown at 0:15
RATE!-

No one Under If
Id's Will be chocked

Bonus Late Show Fn <S S<jt. Only

'The War Wagon"

Phone 353-1444 or 352- 5177
(»et any 12" pizza, and if you're slill hungry
"Crazy George" will give yon as many 10"
pizzas as you want. |

COME DOWN AND
SEE CRAZY GEORGE

lC04, MAIN ST

-
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Musical focuses on old maid, thief

#9 seeks talent
contributions lor Number/0
are accepted dally at the BG
News office, 106 University
Hall.
Sketches,
creative
photographs, short stories,
book, record and movie reviews, and free verse writings are needed. Any student
may submit entries for consideration. For additional Information, contact Bill Hronek
or Barb Jacola In the BG
News office.

"The Old Maid and the Thief,"
a musical play, will be presented
tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. In the
Recital Auditorium, Music Building.
Including four members of the
music department, the play revolves around an old maid who
attempts to marry a thief. The
thief had attempted to rob her and
now finds himself with more difficulties than he had anticipated.
However, outside competition
prevents the old maid from easl-

W4WR
93.5

ON YOUR'FM DIAL

BGSU vs. OHIO U.
Saturday, ]\ov K

TROUBLE IN THE FAMILY
A much - acclaimed 90-minute film shows actual family
therapy conducted with 2 middle-class couples and their
teen-aged children. Communication problems are revealed
and repaired all before the viewer's eyes.
SUN. NOV.9 10:45 am
FREE - Public Welcome

Unitarian Fellowship
123 E. Court

SPECIAL : STUDENT SERVICES
To and from Athens, Ohio
For Migration Weekend
•LEAVE Friday - November 7 Men's

ly "getting her man."
Admission Is 75? for adults
25C for students. Tickets may ^
purchased at the door or In advance from the School of Music.

Test awards
prize money
Nine University students will be
competing In an unusual mathematics test In which the winner
will not get a grade, but money.
The contest Is the William Lowell Putnam Mathematical Competition, given nationally to college
students.
Dr. J. Frederick Leetch, associate professor of mathematics Is
In charge of the contest which
is a competitive examination given
In mathematics.
Any University student can enter
but a good background in college
math Is needed to do well said Dr.
Leetch.
"Only one person has ranked
In the top one-third since the test
has been given at BG," he said.
Dr. Leetch hopes this won't discourage students from entering
because he believes participation
can be enlightening.
The test will be administered
Dec. 6. The time limit Is six
hours. When registration closed
Wednesday,
nine students had
signed to take it.
Colleges and universities lrom
both the United States and Canada
can participate In the competition.
Cash
awards of approximately
$1,000 are given to top ranking
students and colleges.

We found the
Best Big Yet
At the end of

Gym. 4:15 p.m.
ARRIVE Athens 7:30 p.m.
LEAVE Sunday - November 9 Athens
Ohio 12:15 p.m.
ARRIVE B.G. 4:00 p.m. Men's Gym.
•RESERVATIONS NEEDED Call
WOOSTER SHOP
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Converse All-Star Gym Shoes

8.44 pr.
Portrait Proofs
For The 1970 KEY
May Be Returned
TO THE KEY OFFICE
ROOM 310

■>J}

if perfect 10.95

Famous converse Chuck Taylor All-Star Gym Shoes
at a special purchase price.
Choose from black low cuts or a limited group of
white high top gym shoes.
These are the same shoes used by college, pro,
and high school teams across the country.
Slight irregularities. Will not affect wear,
fit or appearance of the shoe.

Student Services
BLDu

LASALLE*S
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Falcon harriers host MAC finals
By JOHN MASS
Sports Writer

HOPEFULLY -• Leading the pack here as usual is Sid Sink. He is bothered by an undetermined injury, however, and his outlook at the MAC Championships tomorrow is questionable.

Ruggers eye revenge
over Wheeling Club
It was just last spring that the
BG rugby club traveled to West
Virginia only to be humiliated
by Wheeling College, 41-0.
The Falcons could be In for
another rough game as they will
be without the services of their
number one running back, Butch
Falk. Butch won last week's rugby
athlete of the week honors as he
scored four times against Windsor.
It was his last game of the fall
season because he Joins the
wrestling team this winter.
"We have a score to settle with
them and this Is Just the time
to do it," said coach Al Bohl.
"We will really have to hustle
If we plan to win. Wheeling's rugby team is exceptionally good because It is their main sport," he
added. "They don't have a football team."
The Falcon defense has been the
key to their success thus far. Including the rugby club's29-13 loss
to the University of Michigan, the
Falcons are allowing the opposition
an average of a little over eight

Women's sports
The women'8 field hockey teams
continued winning with dual victories over Michigan State University Wednesday. The A team won
4-2 and the B squad, 3-1.
The "lady falcons" close out
,thelr home stand tomorrow with
a seven-team sports day. Schools
participating wiU be Western
Michigan, University of Michigan^
and Kent. Play will begin at 10
rum. on the fields behind the
Women's Building.
The Women's Intramural Association Is holding a volleyball tournament for Health and Physical Education majors and minors next
week. Competition will take place
between teams for all four classes.
Play begins at 8:30 p.m. Monday
and at 0:30 p.m. Wednesday In the
Women's Gym.

BOTTOMS

::i an
at

Howard's
213 N. Main

The crack of the starter's gun
will be heard at 11:30 a.m. tomorrow for the start of the MidAmerican Conference cross country championships on the BG golf
course.
Hosting the six team race the
Falcon harriers will be one of
the main competitors against an
array of top notch teams. Represented are Western Michigan, Miami, Toledo, Ohio, and Kent.
Last year's championships, at
Miami University, proved disappointing to the harriers who
placed fifth with 119 points. Western Michigan and Miami battled
It out for the title. WMU winning
with 50 points, Miami scored a
close second with 52.
Western Michigan Is again the
favorite while BG, Ohio U., and
Miami are also contenders. WMU
showed their superiority in the
Notre Dame Invitational as they
place first with 40 points, In a
field of 17 teams.
The only other squad able to
place near them was Eastern Michigan with 102 points while BG was
fourth with 135.
Miami and Ohio U. have also

Cross country course

points per game. The figure became even more Impressive when
you eliminate the setback by the
Wolverines. Then the Falcons are
allowing their opponents slightly
over three points per contest.
Tom Duncan will return to the
line-up this week after an absence
because of an Injury. On the Injured list for this week's game Is
Chuck Brablc.
Tomorrow clashes will begin at
noon with the varsity game followed immediately by the "B" squad
contest.

' .:.,'!

Western, Miami favored again

By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor

The winner's trophy for the
league cross country Championships will be in Bowling Green
tomorrow morning but it will probably be In Kalamazoo, Mich, or
Oxford, O. by tomorrow evening.
When It comes to the MidAmerican Conference harrier title
the Conference might as well suspend BG, Toledo, Ohio U, and Kent
to join Marshall for the day, leaving
Western Michigan and Miami to
run the race.
Last year atOxford, the Broncos
won by two points, but two years
ago, the Redskins legged out a
six-point win. Three years ago,
Western triumphed, but the year
before, Miami took the title. The
two-team domination goes back
many more years.
Tomorrow, this powerful pair
may have more company from the
other squads after a half-hour of
running than ever before.

The Falcons could challenge If
they can follow the frisky footsteps of Sid Sink around the familiar six-mile course in the vicinity of the stadium. Sink pierced
the "power play" last year by
streaking across the finish line at
Oxford in first place, but Sid has
a case of piercing pain, now.
It seems unlikely under these
circumstances that Sink could repeat as champion, but not impossible, since the junior All-American has overcome the odds
before. The highest previous finish by a Bowling Green runner
in the MAC meet before last year
was seventh In 1957 and '59.
Kent State must be reckoned with

Lacrosse meeting
There will be a lacrosse
meeting for all Interested candidates in 222 Education Bldg.
on Monday from 7 to 8 p.m.

If they can come up with a team
effort. The Flashes have had some
of the Conference's best distance
runners in recent years, Including
Sam Balr and Ed Norrls, who
shared the individual title In 1967,
and Art Coolldge, but have been
spaced out after their front runners.
The Bobcats are more of a
threat than usual this season, but
might settle for a repeat of last
year when they followed the "top
two."
The Broncos' victorious quintet a year ago was comprised of
John Bennett (6). Ken Coates (8),
Paul Olmstead (10), John Schrader (11), and Dennis Burns (15).
WM also assumes the favorite role
to win here.
The Redskin runners make a
habit of bunching up too, and were
paced by Dave Reid the last two
years, placing fourth and fifth
respectively. Miami is hoping the
seasaw trend continues because it
is their turn to ascend.

demonstrated their strength as
they were the two dominant teams
in the All-Ohio Championships this
season. Miami placed first and
O.U. a close second in a tough
match on O.U.'s extremely hilly
course.
The Falcon team Is coasting with
a glittering 7-1 dual meet record
this year. They have Increased
their potential and power over
last year's team that only saw
a 6-5 in its dual meet competition.
Only seven men from each school
In the MAC are allowed to run in
the race. The seven from BG
comprise a young but talented machine which includes captain Sid
Sink (junior), and sophomores Dave
Wottle, Rich Breeze. Dave Olson,
Jim Ferstle, freshmen, Tracy Elllot and Steve Danforth.
The main attraction will be AllAmerlcan Sid Sink who captured
the honors In the MAC meet at
Miami last year with a record
breaking time. This season Sink
has continued his practice of placing first in every meet except Notre
Dame where he scored second.
Running the second man position
for the harriers Dave Wottle has
proven himself by continually
scoring in the first five places of
nearly everv meet. He usually Is
not far behind Sink and even tied
Sid for first place in a recent meet
Dave placed fifth In the AllOhio meet which will most likely
put him In the top 10 places of
the MAC.
Other runners are Rich Breeze,
Tracy Elliot, Dave Olson and Steve
Danforth who have played vital
roles In the five BG dual meet
shutouts of teams like Central
Michigan, Wayne State, Toledo, and
Kent State.
The main challenger to Sink
should be Jerry l.lebenberg, a junior from Western Michigan. He
beat Sink at Notre Dame with a
time of 23:49 to Sink's 24:08.
Other threats are Dave Reld
from Miami and Bob Bertelsen
from O.U. These two were main
competitors of Sink's at the AllOhio Championships and should
prove weighty rivals tomorrow.
The Falcon team Is ready and
eager for a chance at the MAC
crown and is anticipating to place
among the top four.
"Even though Western Michigan
and Miami are picked as favorites
we still have a good chance to
place." said Cross country tutor
Mel Brodt. "We also hope for a
good turn out from the public as
the MAC Is only held here once
every six years."

UA0 sponsors
Open Chess
Tournament
Nov. 15
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
in Historical Suite

Telephone
Operators

of Union
Both teams and individual
players can enter the 5
round Swiss style tournament. Competitors must
play all 5 rounds.
Teams consist of 4
members.

Must be able to work day and/or evenings,
hours, experience not necessary, earn while you learn, pleasant working conditions, regular increases, paid vacations, immediate openings, apply 160 West Wooster, Bowling Green, Northern Ohio Telephone Company.

Trophies to 1st, 2nd, 3rd
high teams.
1.00/entry lee
3.00 team fee
Register at UOA UAO .
office before November 15.
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Defensive task simplified
with absence of Bryant
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The announcement was like lifting a lid off a pressure cooker.
Cleve Bryant has ended his career In a required knee operation
and the Bobcats biggest threat Is
gone.
"There Is no question In my
mind that he's the one that keeps
them dangerous," said coach Don
Nehlen, earlier In the week. "He's
one of the best In the country."
Ohio has been having Its share
of troubles this season but that
one factor kept them dangerous.
With him goes their chief outside threat In running and a great
portion of the passing potency.
Cleve was the Cats biggest
ground gainer with 374 yards In
127 carries for a 2.9 average.
He ranked second In the league
In total offense with 546 yards.
His understudy Steve Skiver has
done a solid Job In relief but
lacks the threatening qualities of
Cleve.
He Is a drop-back passer vary-

lng from the scrambling style of
the departed Bryant.
Skiver piloted the Cats to the
winning touchdown drive against
Western Michigan and has 12 completions In 26 tries.
Containment was the chief defensive worry for the Falcons with
Bryant In the picture but the task
could be easier with Skiver. Applying the pressure should be Phil
Vlllaplano, John Szychowskl, Joe
Green and BobSlmmons and Tom
Lloyd. This quintet did damage

Bryant is out
ATHENS (AP) - Ohio University's Injured star quarterback and
All-America candidate Cleve Bryant has ended his football career.
The university announced that
he underwent a knee operation
In Columbus' Riverside Hospital
yesterday.
The 21-year-old signal caller
from Canton will miss Oil's final
three games, against Bowling
Green, Cincinnati and Marshall.
The quarterbacklng duties will
be taken over by Junior Steve Skiver of Toledo.
Bryant suffered a knee Injury
Oct. 18 In the game with Miami
and suffered a re-Injury In
the Western Michigan game. He
winds up his gridiron career with
a total of 4,936 yards on offense
- Just 67 yards short from the top
ten In college football history.

Revenge motive
to spur Falcons

tUx Burrows

TIME TO CUT -• Headed for a
wall of tacklers, Vern Wireman
digs for a saving cut.

Frosh host Broncos;
seeking first victory
By VIN MANNDC
Assistant Sports Editor
The baby Falcons, coming off a
three week rest, go against the
Western Michigan freshman grldders today at 3 at Perry Stadium.
During the last few weeks, several personnel changes have been
made at several positions. One of
them was at quarterback.
"We've got Bill Zak and Chuck
Beany working out now In addition
to Mlchey Harp," coach Tom Relcosky said. "We're doing all we
can to get the offense moving."
Relcosky expects Zak to open
at quarterback against the rookie
Broncos.
The offensive line that the freshman signal-caller operates behind
will also have a new face. The
newcomer Is John Czerwlnskl at
strong tackle.
"He's replacing Daryl Snyder
who tore his knee up In the Toledo game," Relcosky explained.
"Czerwlnskl goes about 6'4", 230
lbs., so we aren't hurting for
muscle at tackle."
Coach Relcosky said that most

Intrammurol notes
Entires
for the all-campus
wrestling tournament are available from fraternity and dormitory
athletic chairmen. They are due
Tuesday at 5 p.m. In the Intramural office.
All-campus two - man volleyball
champions are Bill Schleleln and
John Farnstorff who defeated the
team of Ray Raclla and Jim Stancliff 10-15, 15-9 and 15-11 In the
finals.
The Mohls won their second
coed volleyball title stopping the
Sigma Alpha Epsllon - Delta Rho
team 1-15, 15-12 and 15-13. Team
members were Jim Janson, Kathy
Katanlk, Marti Daum, BobMathias
and Jim Fentreaa.

against Miami's Kent Thompson
with solid continual pressure.
One thing he has going In his
favor Is All-Amerlcan candidate
Todd Snyder. He Is probably the
league's finest receiver. He has
27 receptions to lead the pack,
five more than his nearest competitor, Bob Zlmpfer.
"They flip-flop him regularly,"
said Nehlen, "so we don't have
any one guy covering him all the
time, it would cause us more
trouble than help us."
Set to give him his best challenge Is a youthful but strong
Falcon secondary that has limited
opponents to completions only 42
per cent of the time. The defensive backs are yielding only 106.3
yards a game and have snared
six interceptions.
They were tainted somewhat by
Marshall's Ted Shoebrldge but
Nehlen Isn't worried about his secondary.
"Any time you have a wet muddy field it's to the receivers advantage because he knows when
he's cutting. And If you have a
Naws photo by Olen Epplaiton
quarterback who's putting the ball
REACH OUT -• Falcon defensive end John Szychoski reachIn there, It's hard to stop."
The Cats other top receiver Is es out for Kent Thompson. This kind of pressure against
tailback Bob Allen with nine grabs. Ohio tomorrow would cause new comer Steve Skiver trouble
Ohio University lost most of
Its Inside threat with the gradu- at quarterback.
ation of 220 pound fullback Bob
Houmard. Gone also are hefty
tackles Frank Peters and Ken
Carmon. All three were All-MAC
selections last season. Carrying
the load In Houmard's absence is
veteran Dave LeVeck who Is averaging a respectable 4.8 yards
If revenge Is the Incentive, and
a carry.
A week of moderate seclusion
spirited play the result, It would
"They'll have to suffer for a following the embarasslng loss to
be a radical reversal from the
year or two after losing these three
Marshall comes to an end
tempo oi the mudfest In Huntingall at once," said Nehlen. "Their
tomorrow for Don Nehlen and his
ton.
threat Is better outside now."
charges.
"We had very few bright spots,"
Harvey Mitchell gives the BobAll concerned felt like climbsaid Nehlen. "We went down there
cats another threat with 224 yards
ing Into a hole, peeping out only
and played an average unemotionon the season and a 3.7 yard av- in time for the showdown at Peden
al game, and they for a change
erage.
Field against the Ohio University
played fired up football."
They have been averaging Just Bobcats.
"We went up and down the field
158 yards on the ground this sea"If we were playing anyone else
at will and fumbled," he lamented,
son and don't expect to find the but Ohio, Pd say we would have
"We shouldn't have dropped the
going easier against the Falcons a tough Ume getting up for the
football and damn well better rewho yield only 134 a game.
game," said Nehlen, "but this
member."
"Ohio University was the preshould be Incentive enough."
Eight fumbles (five lost) and
season pick and even though they
A year ago the Cats stomped
two Interceptions nullified the
have faltered we'll have to play Into Bowling Green as heavy falargest offensive gains of the year
our very best like we did against vorites to thrash the Falcons in
for the Falcons. But It'stack to
Miami and Toledo," said Nehlen. a tuneup for the Tangerine Bowl.
"Anything short of this and we'll Cleve Bryant ignited a decisive rally the tougher defenses tomorrow
where mistakes prove even more
lose."
to wrestle the upset bid away from
costly. Serving up the football to
BG 28-27.
an explosive offense like Ohio's
not only means points, but also
It means anlhilatlon in the pattern
established In their rampaging last
season.
Statistically the Bobcats are one
of the weaker defensive teams In
By DAVE EGBERT
the conference but Nehlen conAssistant Sports Editor
siders them formidable enough.
"They are much better than last
We've got to sit down and have a good long talk about football someyear, with no serious weaktime real soon. To say we were up for predicting last week's gridiron
nesses," said Nehlen.
clashes Is to say cows have horns to fly with.
While ranking last In the conFundamentals are going to be stressed until they're coming out
ference In several departments
people's ears and the sports' staff won't be hitting the showers until
their totals are respectable when
some semblance of order Is regained.
paired
against the offensive creWhen predictions were made last week our minds were definitely
dentials
of the Falcons. Bowling
elsewhere. I'm so mad I could kick a dog. We really looked great
Green has been averaging only
getting our pants knocked off us In three of four picks, while dropping
14.3 points a game In the conto a stinking 15-5 for the campaign.
ference and winning with the
Even Mother Goose could take time out from writing fairy tales and
anemic total mainly because the
put us to shame.
defense
Is allowing Just 9.3 points.
I'll admit the Marshall win over BG was a shocker but the way minds
Ohio has been yielding 183 yards
are being polluted in the BG New's office we probably couldn't hit right
on the ground and 149 through the
on Ohio State versus the Flndlay Old Folks Home.
air each game.
Two of our teammates, Vln Mannlx and Jack O'Breza are barely
Last season the Cats were alscrapping along at .500. Throw a superball Into a china factory and
ways vulnerable through the air,
you've Just about equaled the common sense this twosome has been
only they have made vast Improveshowing. Flip a coin and these dumbbells will call sides. Their prements. They have limited the opdictions have been clumsier than the Three Stooges.
position to completing 41 per cent
I tell our guys, go ahead and fumble the pigskin away but don't expect
of their passes while picking off
to win ball games. We threw the ball away twice on the same play In
nine.
the Miami-Toledo skirmish. After I specifically assured the team that
The Falcons have enough ofToledo was a cinch, Gary Davis fumbled my advice like a greased pig.
feaslve material to move efWith Denny White as my last hope to keep us above water, I pleaded
fectively against the Cats, but the
my case. But White picked up Davis' bobble in the end zone and tried
extent to which they complete any
to pull a real smart one; a quarterback sneak right through a goal post.
drives will rest heavily on the
He went down like an anchor, but resurfaced briefly In choosing Kent
number of mlscues.
over Louisville, the only staff member with this correct hunch.
But the mark of a champion Is an ability to bounce back. We'll do It.
Water polo team
Jack Carle and John Mass, two rookies picked up In the off season
draft, have been playing some of the best ball on the team, and have
to test Cleveland
locked themselves In the sports' filing cabinet until tomorrow. Chants
of "rip 'em up, tear 'em up" echoing Inside have helped morale conBG's water polo team closes out
siderably.
Its season tonight against visiting
Coming right to the point, WEST TEXAS STATE Is picked to nip
Cleveland Olympic Club at 8 p.m.
Western Michigan this week while TOLEDO was a unanimous pick to
in the Natatorlum.
down Northern nilnols. KENT STATE gets the nod\io send the ThunderComing off a narrow defeat to
ing Herd back on the losing trail while MIAMI Is expected to handle
Ohio State 17-16 last week the
Maryland.
team Is still seeking their second
BOWLING GREEN, whacked by Marshall last week, should be able to
win of the season. The first came
turn the tables on Ohio U. In a close one.
over Oakland University.

of the Injuries that his offensive
starters had received from the
Toledo game, have healed since
then.
The defense, with the exception
of Denny Click, is healthy and
ready for action this afternoon.
(.lick, a defensive halfback, also
received a knee Injury In the Toledo game.
His spot has been taken by
Bob Kllpatrlck.
"You know, It's a good thing
we didn't have to play last week,"
Relcosky pointed out, "or else
we would have really been In a
Jam. We're all rested up after
these last few weeks off."
The Falcon rookies, 0-2 on the
season, are taking on a Western
Michigan squad, 2-2.
"They lost their opener to Ball
State, 28-21, but won their next
two," said Relcosky, "beating
Central Michigan, 26-21 and Toledo, 32-26. The odd thing Is, Western led Toledo In the last quarter 32-0."
The young Broncos played agalnst the University of Wisconsin
freshmen and lost 68-14. The score
is deceiving for a few reasons,
however.
The game was played In Madison, Wisconsin In the rain and
Western played without Its two good
ballcarriers, fullback Jerry Newton and halfback Dennis Santo.
The Broncos' quarterback, Steve
Doollttle, despite handling a wet
ball and an aggressive Wisconsin
pass rush, passed for 162 yards.
"This Is supposed to be Western's best freshman team ever,"
said Relcosky, "and not only that,
the Wisconsin coach told me that
Western Is as big as Wisconsin's
varsity."
"I know they're tough, but I
also know we've had some good
workouts this week. We're up and
we're going after them."

rf=MAC-esp-

Stafff burnt for inaccuracy

The
green
sheet

For the week of Nov. 10-16
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND INFORMATION FOR FACULTY. STAFF, STUDENTS

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK

Wednesday

CAMPUS HOUSING MEETING
See page k.

Thursday

BEST DRESSED GIRL CONTEST
See page 6.

Friday

MARCH FOR PEACE
See page 6.
JUDI HERRIN SINGS
See page 7«

Saturday

U.A.O. CHESS TOURNAMENT
See page 7-

Sunday

CHORAL CONCERT
See page 8.

***********

GREEN SHEET DEADLINES CHANGED
Next week's Green Sheet will cover two weeks,
Nov. 17-30, due to Thanksgiving Weekend. Notices for
announcements must be submitted by noon on Tues., Nov. 11.
Notices for the Dec. 1 issue, covering Dec. 1-7, are due
at noon on Mon., Nov. 2k.

MONDAY, NOV. 10
All Day

NAVY OFFICER CANDIDATE RECRUITING
Hallway Table, University Hall.

All Day

OHIO YOUTH COMMISSION CONFERENCE
"Problems in Classroom Discipline" and "Standards and Tolerances in the Inner-City Schools" are the topics for discussion in the second conference of the year. The meeting
is sponsored by the Commission on Special Education. The
seminars are free to all interested persons.
University Union.

h p.m.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.

k p.m.

PHYSICS SEMINAR
Dr. Charles Montgomery, asst. prof, of physics at the University of Toledo, is the speaker. His topic is "Spin
Waves in Magnetic Theories." Free and open to the public.
Room 269, Overman Hall.

U-5 p.m.

GYMNASTIC PRACTICE FOR WOMEN
South Gym, Women's Bldg.

7 p.m.

INTERFRATERNITY PLEDGE COUNCIL
Alumni Room, Union.

7:30 p.m.

MEN'S CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

JUNIOR STUDENT RECITAL
Eugene Stair, bass, will offer a varied program of works by
Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Franck, Pouleuc and Ralph Vaughan
Williams. Free and open to the public.
Recital Aud., Music Bldg.

9 p.m.

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
Alumni Room, Union.

9 p.m.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Capital Room, Union.

TUESDAY ,__N0V. 11
All Day

NAVY OFFICER CANDIDATE RECRUITING
Hallway Table, University Hall.

2-k p.m.

LIBERAL ARTS COUNCIL MEETING
Taft Room, Union.

3-P p.m.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS AND CONTROL FACULTY MEETING
River Room, Union.
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3 p.m.

ENGLISH SEMINAR
Dr. William H. Gass, short-story writer, novelist, and professor of philosophy at Washington University, will appear
at the regular class meeting of English 735- Open to the
public.
Room 122, Library.

'♦p.m.

ARMY ROTC FALL AWARD CEREMONY
Drill Field, North of Memorial Hall.

U-5 p.m.

GERMAN HELP SESSIONS
German Dept., Shatzel Hall.

6:30 p.m.

OPERA WORKSHOP REHEARSAL
Recital Aud., Music Bldg.

T p.m.

CHEMICAL JOURNAL CLUB
A panel of faculty members will discuss "Hallucinogens."
Panelists include Dr. Irwin Oster, department of biology,
Dr. George Rendina, department of chemistry, and representatives from the departments of psychology and sociology.
Open to the public.
Room lUO, Overman Hall.

8 p.m.

CONVIVIO ITALIANO
The second meeting of the new Italian club will feature
slides of Italy and a discussion of the up-coming Italian
dinner.
Room 222, Education Bldg.

8 p.m.

FLYING CLUB
Air traffic controllers from Toledo Express Airport, Bob
Resig and Chuck Yant, will present the program, entitled
"Flight."
Capitol Room, Union.

8:30-10 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 12
All Day

NAVY OFFICER CANDIDATE RECRUITING
Hallway Table, University Hall.

10 a.m.-U p.m.

BLOOD BANK
(See Announcements Page for details.)
Student Medical Center

10:30 a.m.

CAMPUS TOUR
Students from Empire Junior High School, Cleveland, will
be guests of the Admissions Office.
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WEDNESDAY, NOV. 12 - cont.
3-5 p.m.

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING MEETING
Dr. James Bond, vice-president of academic affairs, will
speak on the directions and aims of the University in the
area of off-campus housing. New rules and regulations will
be introduced. The goals and objectives of the new Student
Housing Association will be explained by its officers. Owners of rental properties have been invited to attend. Open
to the public.
Alumni Room, Union.

k p.m.

INTER-SORORITY PLEDGE COUNCIL
Taft Room, Union.

k p.m.

CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr. Elliott Blinn, asst. prof, of chemistry at BGSU, will
discuss "The Symbiotic Effect and Specificity of Metal Complexes." Free and open to the public.
Room ll+O, Overman Hall.

6-7:30 p.m.

YOUNG POETS AND WRITERS ORGANIZATION
Faculty Lounge, Union.

7 p.m.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA PLEDGE MEETING
Pink Dogwood Room, Union.

7-9 p.m.

U.A.O. BRIDGE LESSONS
Ohio Suite, Union.

7-11 p.m.

A.W.S. BEST DRESSED GIRL REHEARSAL
Grand Ballroom, Union.

7:30 p.m.

MARKETING CLUB
Wayne Room, Union.

7:30 p.m.

MEN'S CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.

7:30 p.m.

MARRIED COUPLES WORKSHOP
Counseling Center, Student Services Bldg.

7=30 p.m.

ENGLISH LECTURE AND READING
Dr. William H. Gass, professor of philosophy at Washington
University, short-story writer, novelist and aesthetician,
is the guest speaker. He is the author of Omensetter's
Luck, In the Heart of the Country, and Willie Masters'
Lonesome Wife. Open to the public.
Room 112, Life Science Bldg.

8 p.m.

SKI CLUB
Room 201, Hayes Hall.
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8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

9 p.m.

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTH FILMS
Second edition of second floor, third world underground
films and stuff. Twelve films from "Grateful Dead" to
W. C. Fields, plus Road Runner cartoons. Admission is 750 ■
Showings scheduled for Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Room 201, Hayes Hall.

THURSDAY, NOV. 13
Afternoon and
Evening

OPAC INFORMATION SESSION
Students will visit campus living units and Bowling Green
residents in an effort to enlist support for ending the war
now in Viet Nam. Sponsored by the Ohio Peace Action Committee as a part of the November Moratorium effort.

9 a.m.-3 p.m.

BLOOr BANK
(See Announcements Page for details.)
Student Medical Center.

3-5 p.m.

LUTHERAN STUDENT COFFEE HOUR
Faculty Lounge, Union.

3-5 p.m.

PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COUNCIL
Taft Room, Union.

h p.m.

BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM
Dr. James O'Leary, director of basic research at the Environmental Laboratory, University of Arizona, is the speaker.
His topic is "Providing Water, Power and Food for Coastal
Desert Areas." Free and open to the public.
Room 112, Life Science Bldg.

U-5 p.m.

GYMNASTIC PRACTICE FOR WOMEN
South Gym, Women's Bldg.

5:30 p.m.

PI OMEGA PI
Members of the business education honorary will hear Mrs.
Elfreda Rusher, of the business education department, speak
about her teaching experiences. Key pictures will also be
taken, and membership-elect service will be held.
Wayne Room, Union.

6:30 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TESTIMONY MEETING
Prout Chapel.

7-9 p.m.

KARATE CLUB
Room 102, Men's Gym.
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THURSDAY, NOV. 13 - cont.
7-11 p.m.

A.W.S. BEST DRESSED GIRL CONTEST
A group of 25 coeds, representing University housing units
and sororities, will compete for the title of BGSU's "Best
Dressed Girl." Categories include school clothes, Sunday
dress and evening gown, with the winner eligible to compete
in the national best dressed college girl contest, sponsored
by Glamour Magazine. Five members of the University faculty
and staff will serve as Judges. Free and open to the public.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

9 p. m.

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTH FILMS
(See calendar for 9 p.m., Wednesday.)
Room 201, Hayes Hall.

FRIDAY, NOV. Ik
Afternoon

MARCH FOR PEACE
Students and citizens of Bowling Green are invited to participate in a March for Peace in Bowling Green. Time for the
parade was not set at the time of this printing. Check B-G
News for details. Parade will be followed by a send-off rally
for those attending the National Mobilization Demonstration
in Washington D.C. Students and citizens are encouraged to
join the group making the trip. Call John McCormick, ph. 35361+62, to reserve your seat on one of the chartered buses.

10:30 a.m.

RIFLE MATCH
BGSU Varsity Rifle Club vs, Case Western, at Case Western.

12:15 p.m.

GAMMA THETA UPSIL0N-GEOGRAPHY CLUB FIELD TRIP
Members of the Geography Club and the geography honorary will
participate in a joint trip to the Whirlpool plant, Clyde, 0.
Anyone interested may attend. Cost is 50#. Members are asked
to meet in front of the University Union for rides.

h p.m.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Professor Gordon Paul, University of Illinois, will speak on
"Behavior Modification." Free and open to the public.
Room 112, Life Science Bldg.

6:30-10 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

T p.m.

JEWISH STUDENT WORSHIP
Sponsored by the Jewish Youth Organization.
Prout Chapel.

7:30 p.m.

ICE HOCKEY
Falcon leers vs. University of Windsor.
Ice Arena.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.
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Everyone welcome.

B:15 p.m.

FACULTY RECITAL
Virginia Starr, soprano, will be assisted by Warren Allen
bass-baritone. Free and open to the public.
Recital Auditorium, Music Bldg.

8:30 p.m.

JUDI HERRIN SINGS
Sophomore Judi Herrin will present a selection of popular
songs this weekend. Miss Herrin has performed at the 19&9
Mardi Gras, and for Dad's Day Variety Show. Admission is 35#Carnation Room, Union.

9 p.m.

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTH FILMS
(See calendar for 9 p.m., Wednesday.)
Room 201, Hayes Hall.

SATURDAY, NOV. 15

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

ANNUAL U.A.O. CHESS TOURNAMENT
Open to all students. Sign up in the U.A.O. office, third
floor of the Union. The tournament will be held in the
Historical Suite.

10:30 a.m.

RIFLE MATCH
BGSU Varsity Rifle Club vs. Gannon College, at Gannon College,
Erie, Pa.

1-3 p.m.

FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

2 p.m.

RUGBY MATCH
Falcon Rugby Club vs. Fort Wayne.
Rugby Field.

3 p.m.

FOOTBALL
Falcons vs. West Texas State, at West Texas.

3-5 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

7:30 p.m.

ICE HOCKEY
Falcon leers vs. W. Ontario.
Ice Arena.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

JUNIOR STUDENT RECITAL
Mary Fenstermaker, soprano will present a program of works
by Mozart, Schubert, Handel, Puccini, Menotti, and Hindemith.
Free and open to the public.
Recital Aud., Music Bldg.

8:30 p.m.

JUDI HERRIN SINGS
(See calendar for 8:30 p.m., Friday.)
Carnation Room, Union.
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SATURDAY, NOV. 1$ - cont.
9 p.m.-l a.m.

THE CRYPT COFFEHOUSE
United Christian Fellowship Center.

SUNDAY. NOV. 16
10:30 a.m.-Noon

LUTHERAN STUDENT WORSHIP
University Lutheran Chapel, Wooster St.

1:30 p.m.

U.A.O. RUBBER BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
(See Announcements Page for details.)
Alumni Room, Union.

1:30 p.m.

MOVIES OF THE 30'S AND UO'S
"The Champ" starring Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper, and
"Min and Bill," with Marie Dressier and Wallace Beery. Both
films are 1931 releases. Admission is $1.
Room 105, Hanna Hall.

3 p.m.

FINE ARTS FACULTY CONCERT
Free and open to the public.
Recital Aud., Music Bldg.

3:15-5:15 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

3:30 p.m.

UCF FIELD TRIP
A trip to Toledo is planned for the second part of a threepart series on the inner-city. Leave from the UCF Center.
Open to all students. No Charge.

U p.m.

CHORAL CONCERT
The Collegiate Chorale and A Cappella Choir, conducted by Dr.
Ivan Trusler, will combine efforts for this concert. The program will include works by faculty member Wallace DePue, and
will feature Verdi's Stubat Mater and TeDeum. Free and open
to the public.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

6-8 p.m.

KARATE CLUB
Main Gym, Men's Gym.

7:30 p.m.

MIXED CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arean.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8:30 p.m.

OMEGA PHI ALPHA PLEDGE MEETING
Mayfield House.

9 p.m.

OMEGA PHI ALPHA MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.
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Announcements

RUBBER BRIDGE—All students are invited to take part in a rubber bridge
tournament on Sunday, Nov. 16, in the Alumni Room of the Union. The tournament
begins at 1:30 p.m. Anyone needing a partner should call Mrs. Steidtmann at
353-7571* evenings. Make your reservations for the tournament by calling the
U.A.O. office, 372-23^3 between 9 a.m. and U: 30 p.m., weekdays. Fee is 50<£ per
person, all of which will be used for cokes and prizes.
THANKSGIVING DINNER—-Dinners will be served in the Pheasant Room on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 27, from noon to 2:1+5 p.m. Cost is $3 for adults and $2 for
children. Reservations will be accepted for noon, 1:15 p.m., and 2:15 p.m. dinners. Tables will be held for 10 minutes only. Call Mrs. Adair, 372-2122, for
reservations.
BLOOD BANK—Representatives from the American Red Cross will be taking
students and faculty donations of blood on Wednesday, Nov. 12, 10 a.m.-l* p.m.,
and Thursday, Nov. 13, 9 a.m.-3 p.m., at the Student Medical Center. Appointments may be made Monday and Tuesday by calling the U.A.O. office, 372-23^3.
On Wednesday, call the Student Medical Center, 372-2271, line 2.
IRON-IN—Members of Omega Phi Alpha, service sorority, will be available
to iron shirts and slacks, 9 a.m.-** p.m., Saturday, Nov. 15. Free pick up and
delivery at all dormitory lobbies at 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.
ART EXHIBIT—Serigraphs by Harry Shokler, one of the pioneers in the
development of silk-screen or serigraph process, will be on display in the Promenade Lounge of the Union. Some of the prints will be hanging in the hallway
near the Little Shop. Woodcarvings by Lester Bermdt, Perrysburg, may also be
viewed in the display cases in the Promenade Lounge. Both prints and woodcarvings will remain on display through Nov. 20.
CHESS TOURNAMENT—This annual U.A.O. event, a five round, Swiss-style
Chess tournament, is open to both single entrants and teams. Entry fee is $1
for singles and $3 for teams. Students are asked to register and pay fee at
the U.A.O. office, third floor of the Union, before Nov. 15. No refund after
Nov. 13 The tournament takes place Sat., Nov. 15, 9 a.m.-l+ p.m. and the winners
take home trophies.

Telephone Directory Supplement
Landrum, Carolann
Univeristy Hall
English Department

372-2610

Placement Schedule
SCHOOL LISTINGS:
November IT. Flushing Community Schools, Michigan; L'Anse Creuse Schools,
Mich, (evening also); Beecher Public Schools, Mich.; Trenton Schools, Mich.;
Waterford Township Schools, Mich.; Adrian Public Schools, Mich.; Madison Local
Schools, Ohio.
November 18. Alpena Schools, Mich, (evening also); Willard City Schools,
Ohio (evening also); Grand Rapids Bd. of Ed., Mich, (evening also); Pontiac
Schools, Mich, (evening also); Washington Local Schools, Ohio (evening also);
Cleveland City Schools, Ohio (evening also); Elkhart Community Schools, Indiana
(evening only); Walled Lake Cons. Schools, Mich.; Detroit Public Schools, Mich,
(evening also); Columbus Public Schools, Ohio (evening also).
November 19. Cleveland City Schools, Ohio; Elkhart Community Schools,
Indiana; Birmingham Public Schools, Mich, (evening only); Van Wert City Schools,
Ohio; Algonac Community Schools, Michigan; Mayfield City School District, Ohio.
November 20. Birmingham Public Schools, Michigan; Carman School District,
Mich, (evenings also); Lakewood Bd. of Ed., Ohio; Willoughby-Eastlake City
Schools, Ohio; Bureau of Indian Affairs.
November 21. Columbus Public Schools, Ohio; Carman School District, Mich.;
Mentor Board of Ed., Ohio; Jefferson Schools, Mich, (evening also); Findlay
City Schools, Ohio; Rochester Community Schools, Mich.; Southfield Public
Schools, Mich.; City Schools of Gary, Indiana; Flint Community Schools, Mich.;
Wayne Community School District, Mich, (evening also); Pennsylvania State
University Grad. Studies in Business.
OTHER LISTINGS:
November IT. Prentis Hall; Burroughs; North Electric Company; Dun and
Bradstreet; Metropolitan Life Insurance; National Bank of Detroit; Sandusky
Newspaper; Haughton Elevator; Chemical Abstracts.
November 18. U. S. Steel; S. S. Kresge; A. B. Dick Company;
American Brass; Keebler; North American Rockwell.

Anaconda

November 19- Tyler Company; Allstate; Haskins and Sells; Society National Bank; B. F. Goodrich; U. S. Atomic Energy Commission; Owens-Illinois;
General Telephone; Price Waterhouse.
November 20. American Greetings; Union Oil Company; Penn Central; Higbee Company; Bendix Corporation; U. S. General Accounting Office; Reynolds
Tobacco Company; Rea Magnet Wire Company.
November 21.
Credit Unions.

PPG Industries;

East Ohio Gas Company;

Bureau of Federal

wbaj-fm 88.1
Monday, November 10
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
At Issue
The Drop-Out Mayors
6:15 p.m. London Echo
The Conquistadors
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Brahms: Symphony #2 in D
Major Op. 73
Brahms: Alto Rhapsody Op. 53
8 p.m.
News
8:10 p.m. Evening Concert (continues)
Bruch: Violin Concerto
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto
Schubert: Fantasia in F minor
Op. 103 D9^0
Schubert: Symphony #6 in C

Thursday, November 13 - cont.
6 p.m.
A Federal Case
FCC Commissioners Robert E. Lee
and Nicholas Johnson
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Schumann: Symphony #1 in B
Flat Op. 38
Schumann: Liederkreis Op. 39
Schostakovish: Piano Trio #2
In E Op. 67
o p.m.
News
8:10 p, m. Evening Concert (continues)
Bartok: Violin Concerto #2
Saint Saens: Carnival of the
Animals
11 p.m.
The Art of Glenn Gould
Music of Bach

Tuesday, November 11
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
American Writers in Italy
From Bernard Berenson to
Ezra Pound
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Dvorak: New World Symphony
Richard Rogers: Victory at
Sea
8 p.m.
News
8:10 p.m. Evening Concert (continues)
Randall Thompson: Glory to
God in the Highest
Walter Piston: Three Pieces
for Flute, Clarinet and
Bassoon
Charles Ives: The Fourth of
July; Symphony #2

Friday, November ik
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
The Drum
Malcolm X University in Durham.
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Haydn: Symphony #U5
Mozart: Horn Concerto #3
8 p.m.
News
8:10 p.m. Evening Concert (continues)
Brahms: Liebeslieder Waltzes
Britten: Symphony for Cello
and Orch Op. 68
Beethoven: Symphony #9
"Choral"
11 p.m.
Nachtnichtmusik
Why I don't like Eugene Ormandy

Wednesday, November 12
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Book Beat
Theodore White—The Making
of a President
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Shostakovich: Symphony #9
Stravinsky: Choral Music
8 p.m.
News
8:10 p.m. Evening Concert (continues)
Bartok: Piano Concerto #1
Vaughan Williams: Pastoral
Symphony
Beethoven: Violin Concerto
Thursday, November 13
5:30 p.m. News

Saturday, November 15
2:U5 p.m. Live Football
BGSU Falcons at West Texas State
6 p.m.
Remember the Forgotten Medium
They start the Victrola. . •
7 p.m.
First Hearing
8 p.m.
Opera House
Beethoven: Fidelio (complete)
Cast is Peerce, Bampton, Belarsky, Jansses, Toscanini (From
December, 19U1* NBC Broadcast)
Sunday, November l6
6 p.m.
Jazz Spectrum
7 p.m.
The Art of Glenn Gould
The Music of Bach
8 p.m.
Opera in Holland
9 p.m.
Peabody Concert Hall
9:30 p.m. Avant Garde

WBGU-TV70 /WBGU-FM-BB.1
BOWLING GREEIM STATE UNIVERSITY

Monday, Nov. 10
6:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
10 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 11
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.

Wednesday, No\ . 12
7 p.m.
8 p.m.

WHAT'S NEW: Science Fare: Coral Reef
This program tells how science and civilization need measurements to exist.
CRITIQUE: Student Films and Film Schools
Final program in a series that analyzes and reviews the work
being done in student films.
FALCON FLASHBACK

YOUNG MUSICAL ARTISTS
Uuo-pianists Jeffry and Ronald Marlowe are guests on this
program of the Young Music Artists.
NET FESTIVAL: Why Save Florence
Documentary study of Florence since the worst flood in its
history, and how bureaucracy, traffic, and commercialism have
impeded its recovery.

FIRING LINE: American Popularity Abroad
Host William Buckley interviews Anthony Lewis on American
popularity abroad.
THE PRESIDENT'S MEN: 1969

Thursday, Nov. 13
7 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Friday, Nov. Ik
8 p.m.

10:30 p.m.

Sunday, November l6
7 p.m.

8:30 p, m.

VIEWPOINT
An informal conservation with William T. Jerome, III, President
of Bowling Green State University, on subjects such as student
thought and national matters.
NET PLAYHOUSE: Theatre America: New Theatre for Now
The Los Angeles Theatre Group at the Mark Taper Forum in a
bill of four dramatic vignettes and a two-character, one-act
play, all by new American playwrights.
NET JOURNAL: Matador
El Cordobes, "illiterate millionaire" and daredevil of the
bull ring, is profiled.
THE POWER OF A WOMAN
What women in communities, large and small, from Vermont to
California, are doing to make America a better place in which
to live.

INSIGHT: Politics Can Become a Habit
A plunge into the problems of the inner city, forces a teaching
nun to rethink her vocation.
CITY MAKERS
Mayor Samuel Yorty of Los Angeles discusses the problems of
his city, especially Watts, and comments on radical youth
movements.

